From eV to MeV: Laser- and Accelerator-based Detection of Nuclear Materials

Abstract: Detection of shielded special nuclear material, especially in transit, is arguably the grand challenge for nuclear security. Another long-standing problem has been the rapid detection of both radioactive and non-radioactive materials associated with proliferation activities, both at short and long standoff distances. Fundamental limitations present in such measurements may be addressed by active interrogation that uses penetrating, time-structured, and directional radiation probes. I will first review our research activities pertaining to detection of shielded special nuclear material using MeV-class monoenergetic photons produced in low-energy nuclear reactions. Next, I will discuss how eV-range optical photons from ultrafast lasers can be employed for standoff measurements, focusing on our recent progress in isotopically sensitive detection of elemental uranium and uranium compounds by atomic and molecular spectroscopy.
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